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Abstract 
Let Q(n, I) be the set of even unimodular positive definite integral quadratic forms in n- 
variables. Then n is divisible by 8. For A[x] in Q(n, I), the theta series (h(z):= c,-,,? err”.“” 
(2 E sj, the complex upper half plane) is a modular form of weight n/2 for the congruence 
group ri(4)={y~&(Z)ly= (b t)mod4}. If n 2 24 and A[X], B[X] are two quadratic forms 
in Q(n, I), then the quotient H!(z)/Ue(z) is a modular function for r,(4). Since we can identify 
the field of modular functions for r,(4) with the function field K(Xt(4)) over the modular 
curve XI(~) = r1(4)\$* (the extended plane of sj) with genus 0, in this paper, we express 
it as a rational function j1,4 which is a field generator over C of K(Xi(4)) and defined by 
ji.d(z) := f12(2z)4/fI~(2z)4. Here, 02 and 03 denote the classical Jacobi theta functions. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
A MS Cluss#i~ation: 11 E 12; 1 I F I I 
1. Introduction 
Let 5j be the complex upper half plane and let T,(N) be a congruence subgroup 
of S&(Z) whose elements are congruent to (A 7) mod N (N = I, 2,3,. . .). Since the 
group rt (N) acts on @ by linear fractional transformations, we get the modular curve 
XI(N) = ~I(N)\$*, as the projective closure of smooth affine curve & (N )\5j, with 
genus qt,~. Here, 5$* denotes the union of $ and P’(Q). We identify the function 
field K(Xr (N )) of the curve Xl(N) with the field of modular functions for I-1 (N ). 
Since q1.v =0 only for the eleven cases 1 <N 5 10 and N = 12 [3], K(Xr(4)) is a 
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rational function field C(jr,d) where jr,a(z) := O~(~Z)~/H~(~Z)~ for z E $r and (12, fIs are 
the classical Jacobi theta functions [2]. 
This article is a continuation of the second author’s previous work [6]. Let Q(n, 1) 
be the set of even unimodular positive definite integral quadratic forms in n-variables. 
Then n E Omod8 [9]. For A[X] E Q(n, l), the theta series 
6A(z) := C enizA’X1 (z E 5) 
XEZ” 
is a modular form of weight n/2 for I-( 1) (=%2(Z)) and hence for I-r(4). In cases 
n = 8 and 16, the quotients of theta series are trivial, that is, 
[9, p. 1 lo]. If n 224 and A[X],B[X] are two quadratic forms in Q(n, 1) then the 
quotient 0,(z)/Os(z) is a modular function for r,(4). Since K(X,(4))=C(jl,4), we are 
able to express it as a rational function of jr.4 (Theorem 7). In particular, when n = 24 
we shall completely determine in Appendix B all the theta sereis 0,(z) as symmetric 
polynomials over (ID in 0~(2z)~ and 03(2~)~. 
Through the paper we adopt the following notations: 
@ = e2rrizJh 
T(N)={~ESL~(Z)I~/EI~~~N}, 
Mk(UN)) the space of modular forms of weight k for the group T(N) 
Mk12(f(N)) the space of modular forms of half integral weight of level N 
Mk(Tr(N)) the space of modular forms of weight k for the group rr (N) 
x’ the transpose of an integral column vector X. 
two generators of I( 1). 
2. Preliminaries 
For p, v E R and z E !& put 
O,,,,(z) := C exp{Xi(n + ip)2z + xinv}. 
nEZ 
This series converges uniformly for Im(z) > v >O, and hence defines a holomorphic 
function on sj. Then the Jacobi theta functions 02, 03 and 64 are defined by 
0,(z) := @o(z) = c q:“+‘,2)‘, 
nEz 
03(z) := @l,,(z) = c q;‘, 
nEE 
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e,(z):=~,*(z)=C(-l)“g2”~. 
flEE 
And we have the following transformation formulas [8, pp. 218-2 lo] 
02(z + 1) = e W4)Q2(Z), 
03(Z + 1) = 04(Z), 
H4(Z + 1) = 03(z), 
1 










Furthermore, we have the following theorem at hand. 
Theorem 1. (i) 8~(2z)~, 03(2z)4 rM2(rI(4)). 
(ii) K(Xl(4)) = C(jt,4) and j1,4(co) = 0 (simple zero), ,j1,4(0) = 1, j1.4(;) = x 
(simple pole), where o3,O and $ are the three cusps of X,(4). 
Proof. [2], Theorem 3. 0 
3. Structure of Mzk(f1(4)) 
We recall from [lo] the following facts: 
For k > 2 and a congruence subgroup r’ of r( 1 ), we have 
$7 + o,(r’) - 1, k =2, 
dirnc Mk( P) = 
(k - l)(g - 1) + $a&‘) + c;z, [VI, k even, 
(k-l)(g-l)+~+~+~;z,[~], kodd 
and -l$r’, 
where g is the genus of P\sj*, a,(P) the number of P-inequivalent cusps, el, . . . , e,. 
the orders of inequivalent elliptic elements of P and u (resp. u’) the number of 
inequivalent regular (resp. irregular) cusps of r’. 
Proposition 2. For k ) 2, 
dim@ Mk(r,(4)) = 
:+1 if k is even, 
i(k+l) ifkisodd. 
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Proof. We see from [3] that 9 = 0, cr X = 3 and fi(4) has no elliptic elements. Since 
the cusps cx), 0 are regular and i is irregular, the result follows from the above 
fact. 0 
For convenience, let us put CX(Z)=&(~Z)~ and B(z>=&(~z>~. 
Proposition 3. The vector spuce hfZk(rI (4)) is spanned by ~8, akP’/?, . . . , jlk over C. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2 that the dimension of M2k(rr(4)) is kf 1 (k > 1). 
We then see by Theorem 1 that zkPi/Y (0 5 i 5 k) are members of Mzk(rr(4)). Thus 
it suffices to show that the functions listed above are linearly independent over C. 
Suppose that 
6 ~jU(z)~~‘~(z)’ = 0 for ci E @. 
i=o 
Since F(z) := (2rc-‘2A(z) = ~{~2(z)&(Z)84(Z)}* [8, p. 2221 and F(z) has no zeros 
on 5j as is well known [4, 81, p( z never vanishes on 8. Dividing the above by Pi, ) 
we come up with 
C cjj:,;’ = 0 for c; E C. 
i=o 
We need to show at this stage that ,ji,4 is transcendental over @. Choose any c E @ and 
consider j1,4 - c. Since jr.4 - c is a non-constant modular function, it has at least one 
zero. This implies that the image of ,jr,4 is all of C. But if we had an algebraic equation 
satisfied by ji,,, then the image of ji,4 would be mapped into the set of solutions of 
the algebraic equation which is at most finite. This is a contradiction, which yields the 
proposition. q 
In order to express a modular form as a polynomial in two variables x(z) and p(z), 
we have to make it clear that they are algebraically independent. To this end, we need 
the concept of modular forms of half integer weight. See [l l] or Ch. IV of [4] for 
precise definition of a modular form of half integer weight. 
For any k/2 E N, MkQ(?(4)) =M@(r(4)). Indeed, for ‘/ = (f 2) E r(4), j(;j,z) = 
(c/d)Jcz+d since d E 1 mod4. Since k is even, j(~,z)~ = (cz + d)“12, that is, 
Mk!2(f(4)) has the same automorphy factor as that of Mk/z(r(4)). 
Lemma 4. If’ fk + f&l + . + ,fo = 0 where k E N und A E M;/l(F(4)) for al/ i = 0, 
l,..., k, then h=O jtir all i. 
Proof. Lemma 11, [ 11. 0 
Suppose that there exists a polynomial F E C[X, Y] which is satisfied by a(z) and 
p(z). By Theorem 1 and Lemma 4, we may assume that F is homogeneous. 
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Let &y(F) = 12. Then, for Uk E @, 
Since ji.4 is transcendental over C, ak = 0 for all k; hence, F = 0. This guarantees the 
algebraic independency of x(z) and b(z). 
Proposition 5. Let f E h&(r( 1)). Then f is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial 
over C in z(z) and p(z) whose degree is k. 
Proof. By Proposition 3, f(z) = p(cr(z), /3(z)) where p is a homogeneous polynomial 
in two variables with deg( p) = k. We claim that p is symmetric. Indeed, 
P(4Z), B(z)) = f(z) 
= .f(z)l[STSl*k since f E &k(r( 1)) 
= P(4zl[sTsl*> P(Z>I[STSl* 1. (2) 
On the other hand, we get from the transformation formulas in (1) that 
n2(z)41[sm =Q3(z)4, tqz)4l[STS]2 =82(2)4. (3) 
We then see that 
~(Z)IW~l2 = ;~2(z)41r( ; ': )12lW~l2 
= ;~2(~)41ws121K: ': )I2 
= ;Mz)~IL(: : )I2 by (3) 
= ;Mz)41K f) y )121[( ; y )I2 
= ww41K ; 'I )I2 
= &)I[( t y )12. 
In a similar way, fi(z)][STS]2 = a(z)l[( (; $)]2. Plugging the above result into (2) we 
come up with 
.f(z> = P(b(z)> x(z))l[( ; y )12k. (4) 
Therefore, we would obtain by (4) that 
P( r(z >> P(z 1) = .f (z > 
= .f(z>l[( ‘, : )12k since ,fEk&(r(l)) 
= P(P(Z)> a(z)). 0 
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For p(x) E @[xl, we call p(x) symmetric if p(x) =xkp( l/x) with k = deg(p(x)). 
Then by Proposition 5 we readily get: 
Corollary 6. Let f,, f2 E A&(r( 1)). Then 
f1(z) P(h,4G)) -= 
f2G) dA,4(z)) ’ 
where p,q are symmetric polynomials in one variable whose degrees are less than or 
equal to k. 
4. Proof of Theorem 7 
Now, we consider the theta series associated to quadratic forms. Let Q(n, 1 ), A[X] 
and OA(Z) be as in the introduction. In case n = 8 and 16, the quotients OA(Z)/&(Z) are 
1 for A[X],B[X] E Q(n, 1) [9]. 
For n 2 24, we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. For any two quadratic forms A, B in Q(n, l), 
where p,q are symmetric polynomials over Q in j1.4 of degree n/4. 
Since 0~ belongs to Mn!2(r( 1 )), we see that the quotient f3~(z)/&(z) can be written 
as the form in Corollary 6 with p,q defined over @. The following lemma, however, 
points out that p and q are in fact defined over Q. 
Lemma 8. For n E 0 mod 4, let f E M+(r( 1)). Zf f has a Fourier expansion with 
rational coeficients, then it can be written as a homogeneous polynomial over Q in 
u(z) and B(z) whose degree is n/4. 
Proof. By Proposition 5, 
n/4 
f(z) = c ajCI(Zp4 ‘p(z)’ for ai E @. (5) 
j=O 
We must show that each aj lies in Q. Considering Fourier expansions of f(z) and 
a(~)“‘~-jj3(z)’ we have 
f(z)= Cb;q;, bi E Q 
i=O 
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and 
x(z)““4-j 
B(z)’ = 2 ci,q;, cjj E Q. 
i=O 
Plugging (5) into the above and comparing the coefficients of ql-expansion, we get 
the following system: 
a0 
(Gj)i>O, 05j5ni4 : 
i.1 
= (bi)i>o. (6) 
ani4 
Note that the jth column of the matrix (cji) corresponds to the Fourier coefficients of 
x(z) n’4-jfi(z)j. Since a(~)“/~, Y(z)“/~-~~(z), . . . , p(z>“14 are linearly independent over 
@, the matrix (cQ ) has rank n/4 + 1. This allows us to choose n/4 + 1 rows from (cl,, ) 
which are linearly independent. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the 
matrix (c;,)a<i, j<n/4 is invertible. Now, instead of (6) we consider the following system: 
a0 bo 
(C,,)O<r. ,*:4 : = : . 
00 an/4 b nl4 
Multiplying through by the inverse of the matrix (cii)oli, jG2/4, we have the desired 
result. q 
From Proposition 5 and Lemma 8, we know that 6)A and $ are symmetric homo- 
geneous polynomials over Q in U(Z) and b(z) whose degree is n/4. In both cases the 
coefficients of the term r(z)“14 do not vanish because tin= tJB(oc)= 1, x(cc)=O 
and /I(co) # 0 by Appendix A. Therefore, the result follows. 
5. Example 
In case n = 24, we are able to completely determine the polynomials discussed in 
Theorem 7. 
Lemma 9. Let E6 be the normalized Eisenstein series of level 1 and F = (2x)-‘*A, 
where A is the modular discriminant. Then we have 
Eb = z(z)~ - 33~(z)~P(z) - 33~(z)b(z)~ + Pi, 
Proof. Since &,(z)= 1 - 504Cz1 as(n)q” with o/(n):= CdIn d’, again by 
Proposition 5 and Lemma 8, E6 can be written as 
Ed = ax(z)3 + bu(z>*fl(z) + bcr(z)P(z)2 + aj?(z>3 
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for some a, b E Q. Evaluating both sides at some cusps of r, (4), we shall determine 
a and b. 
At co, 1 =&(cQ) = IBM = a by the definitions of E6 and /?, while and at 0, 
1 = I&(O) = (2~ + 2b)(-i)3 by Appendix A. Thus b = -33. Next, we consider the 
case of F. 
F = ~02(z)s~,(z)8&,(z)8 [IS, p. 2221 
= ~C33(z)8~4(z)8{f13(z)4 - f&(z)“}’ by the relation 0: = 0; + 19: 
= #I - c~)~~*{(cx + p)2 - (B - ‘M)‘} by the relations [l,Theorem 121, 
c(= ~(0,“-20~0~+Q~) and ~=$($+20,2@+fe44) 
= $$?(a - p>4. cl 
Theorem 10. For A E Q(24, l), 
+ (10235y)cc’fi”+ ($-66)xB’+p”, 
where gA = cA + F = rA( 1) + 1008 (E Z) depending on the Niemeier’s classijica- 
tion [7]. Here cA = rA(1) - F and rA( 1) denotes the number of integral solutions 
x=(x,,..., X24 ) Of A [X] = X’AX = 2. 
Proof. Since M12(r( 1)) = CEt2 @@F [4, 91, we can write 
d,(z) = E12(Z) + CA@) 
= Ebb + gAF(z). (7) 
By comparing q-expansion, we get qA = CA + w. Now, plugging the results in 
Lemma 9 into (7) we obtain the assertion. 0 
Appendix A 
For 3 cusps of I-t(4), we have the following Table. 
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Appendix B 
By Theorem 10, the values of r~( 1) in (9) of [5] and following Niemeier’s notation, 
we obtain the following identities. 
= x6+42a5~+591~4j?2+2828~3~3+591a2fi4+42~~5+ /+’ 
()E: CE ET c,gD,“(z) = OE, @A,,(z) = ~~~+24a~P+663a~fl~+2720~~~~ 
+663a2f14+24aflS+/16 
()D:,(z) = a6+66r5~+495r4~2+2972~3fi3+495~2~4+66~x~s+ /I6 
(In,: ho,: = ~6+30r5~+639a4~2+2756z3~3+639~2~4+30~fis+ fib 
4xDx(z) = x6+ 18~5~+687~4@2+2684X)B3$687~2f14+ 1 t3#  p6 
bl+~,5(~) = r6+21x5~+675x4~2+2702a3B3_t675x”B4t21ap5 f16 
~~4jilx~~(z) = fl,, ~;m @A,, (z) = r6+15a5/?+699a4~2+2666r3/,13 
+699a2~4+15cr,‘15+/16 
04xD~(Z)=dD<,$A<,@A9 (z) = r6+12a5fl+71 1a4p2+2648a3fi3 
+711r2/j4+12$5+/j6 
(ID< @D< 8.47 @A,(Z) = @+9a5~+723a4P2+2630~3~3+723~2/14+9rf15+/16 
&X/I&) = ~~+~a~~+717r1~~~+2639~~()‘~+717~~/j~+~~(j~+/j~ 
(j,4?,(z) = ~~+~~~~+621~~~~+2783~~/j~+621~*/J~+~cx~j~+/j~ 
&,? $A,>@) = 1~~++~p+693~~~~+2675a~~~+693~~~~++$~+ p6 
fj6xD,(z) = (J/I, $(4x/&) = a6+6~5~+735s14~2+2612~3P3+735~2j4+6~fi5+ljh 
&.4,(z) = r~~++~/j+729~~~~+2621r~/?~+729r~fi~++/j~+~~ 
()hxAj(Z) = ~~6+;~5fl+741a4~2+2603x3~3+741r2~4+;@5+/jh 
(&x.+(z) = ~h+3a5fl+747cx4~2+2594r3p3+747~2~4+3~~5+[j6 
~12x.4,(~) = r6+;a5fl+753a4/j2+2585~3~3+753cx2/j4+;@5+/j6 
024x,&(z) = ~~+759~r~/~~+2576~~~~+759x~fi~+~’ 
OGo(Z) = x6 - 3~5~+771~4~+2558x3~3+771~2~4 - 3#+/j6. 
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